
$67Bn revenue company with 

more than 170,000 employees 

across 70 countries worldwide

$13.4Bn investments 

in energy transition 

over 2019-2021

26.9GW installed 

renewable

capacity

ENGIE is ranked:

• 1st independent power producer in the world

• 1st globally in microgrids

• 1st globally in cooling distribution networks

• 2nd globally in electric vehicle charging stations

• 2nd global supplier of technical installation services

How We’re Different

Strategy + Technical

• 200+ researchers and engineers

• 100+ experts in energy, water, waste 

and carbon management

• 200 strategic business consultants

• 100 data scientists and analysts

Global & Local

• 20+ ENGIE Impact offices and 

locations worldwide

• 1,000+ corporate, city and government 

clients

• Serve 25% of Fortune 500 companies

Financing

• World’s largest corporate issuer of 

green bonds

• $1B upfront payment for 50-year 

concession for a single project

• World’s leading provider of PPAs

Digital Acceleration

• Resource insights database spanning 

over 1 million sites

• Dozens of proprietary digital solutions

• 11 R&D centers globally

Energy Efficiency Implementation
at Scale

Ambition is increasing...

• 85% of companies have defined sustainability targets

• 50% of COOs predict sustainability to have a high impact on profit over the next 

five years

...but transformation is complex

• Less than 25% are on track to achieve sustainability targets

• Energy-intensive industries are increasingly engaging key stakeholders to drive 

energy efficiency

Who We Are

ENGIE Impact: Purpose-built to enable transformation at speed and scale 

ENGIE Impact combines 

strategy, engineering, 

financing expertise 

and digital tools

To deliver actionable 

roadmaps and seamless 

global implementation that 

optimizes productivity and 

bolsters operational 

excellence

ENGIE: Leader in low-carbon energy transition services

Our Global Network



The Continuous Energy Efficiency 
Excellence (C3E) Solution

ENGIE Impact is unparalleled in its ability to deliver a comprehensive energy efficiency solution that combines analytical, strategic, technological, 

and financing expertise. Through our proprietary C3E approach, we take an integrated, holistic view of your facilities. Together, we’ll analyze all 

scenarios and arrive at the best possible investment decisions to deliver energy efficiency at speed and scale across your portfolio. You’ll receive 

a fully actionable roadmap—including an achievable funding model—to ensure the seamless implementation of your sustainability ambitions.

Global Energy Management Deserves a World-Class Approach 

Powerful Data Platform  |  Multi-Site Assessment  |  Optimal Financing  |  Employee Training Program  |  Custom Site Level Workshops

Through comprehensive workshops and 

training programs, teams are equipped to 

define the best contracting and financing 

models and develop actionable roadmaps to 

implement identified energy-efficiency 

initiatives at sites. As a result, companies 

can maximize limited resources like time, 

effort, and capital to achieve their full energy 

efficiency potential—while securing deep 

savings now and years into the future.

Opportunity

For global organizations with resource-

intensive operations, energy efficiency is 

critical to reduce cost and emissions. Yet, 

most companies struggle to execute 

effective programs at scale—lacking the 

right financing solutions and localized 

knowledge across a portfolio of sites. Sites 

are treated independently, minimizing 

program scalability and return on 

investment. Energy audits often stem from 

corporate, standardized plans, which 

neglect local conditions and site-specific 

expertise. Consequently, these programs 

can fail to identify opportunities or empower 

site-level teams.

Build Internal 

Capabilities

Efficiency Training Program

Facilitate 48 hours of training over an 8 

to 12-week period for energy 

managers from representative sites

Comprehensive Skill-Building

Optimize resource allocation and 

minimize costs across sites through 

creative financing and actionable road 

mapping 

Energy Management Coaching

Receive expert guidance on project 

development, best practices, project 

costing, and building the business case

Economies of Scale

Drive continuous operational excellence 

through bolstered site-level capabilities to 

identify cost-effective energy efficiency 

opportunities

Proven Savings Model

Employ tailor-made financing solutions 

and optimized contracting models for 

energy and cost savings across sites

Guaranteed ROI

Identify cost reductions per site, with an 

at-risk pricing model that guarantees 

savings exceed costs

Achieve Full Savings 

Potential

Challenge

Global Expertise and Local Support

Adopt a proven global methodology to 

empower the implementation of cost-

effective energy efficiency initiatives 

across local sites with support from our 

C3E experts

Custom Decarbonization Roadmap

Co-create an actionable energy 

efficiency pathway and KPIs, then track 

at the project-, site-, and multi-site level

Powerful Data Platform

Track progress toward targets, GHG 

reductions, and broader goals through 

ENGIE Impact’s robust data platform

Leverage Best-In-Class 

Expertise


